
MY INVENTION 
3D PRINTING

A GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE TYPICAL STEPS 

INVOLVED IN 3D PRINTING



1. CREATE OR OBTAIN A 3D MODEL:

•Design a 3D model using computer-aided design 

(CAD) software.

•Alternatively, download a pre-existing 3D model 

from online repositories.



2. FILE PREPARATION:

• Ensure the 3D model is in a suitable file format 

(common formats include STL, OBJ, or AMF).

•Use slicing software to divide the 3D model into 

layers (slices) that the 3D printer can understand.



3. CONFIGURE PRINTER SETTINGS:

•Adjust settings such as layer height, print speed, 

temperature, and support structures based on 

the material and printer specifications.



4. LOAD FILAMENT:

• Load the chosen printing material (filament) into 

the 3D printer.



5. CALIBRATE THE PRINTER:

• Perform calibration tasks to ensure the printer's bed and nozzle are properly aligned.



6. INITIATE PRINTING:

• Start the 3D printing process through the 

printer's interface, which reads the sliced layers 

from the G-code generated by the slicing 

software.



7. LAYER-BY-LAYER PRINTING:

• The 3D printer deposits material layer by layer, following the instructions from the G-

code, until the entire object is complete.



8. MONITOR THE PRINT:

•Keep an eye on the printing process for any 

issues, such as layer adhesion problems or 

filament jams.



9. POST-PROCESSING:

• Once the printing is complete, remove the printed 
object from the build platform.

• Depending on the 3D printing technology used, 
additional post-processing steps like removing 
support structures, sanding, or painting may be 
required.



10. QUALITY CHECK:

• Inspect the printed object for any defects or 

imperfections.

•Verify that the dimensions and features match 

the original 3D model.



11. CLEANUP:

•Clean the 3D printer and workspace, and store 

any leftover materials properly.



INVENTION DESIGN PROCESS

• Talk about the design process

• Did your first build work, or did you 

have to change your ideas? Why?

• Did you have to change the 

materials you used as you tested 

your invention? Why?

<Insert pictures or drawings of your invention design/building process>

*you can insert a new slide for these pictures/drawings if you need to!



MY INVENTION IN USE!

Talk about how people reacted to your invention

• Did it solve the problem/need you identified?

• Did it work as planned? Did it help whom it needed to help?

<Insert pictures or drawings of your invention being used, 

with a description entered here>

*you can insert a new slide for these pictures/drawings if you 

need to!

<Insert pictures or drawings of your invention being used, 

with a description entered here>

*you can insert a new slide for these pictures/drawings if you 

need to!

<Insert pictures or drawings of your invention being used, 

with a description entered here>

*you can insert a new slide for these pictures/drawings if you 

need to!
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